
Speeding in the Village – an update from the Parish Council

The Parish Council is aware that vehicles speeding on our narrow village roads is an issue for
many residents and a hazard for walkers. As many of you will know we have been working
with Dorset Council Highways to investigate the feasibility of installing Speed Indicator
Devices (“SIDs”) at speeding hotspots to act as a deterrent to motorists driving too quickly.

This effort has been led over many months by Councillor Rob Cullender and he has worked
with the Highways team to assess various sites for SIDs based upon capturing speed
information from passing vehicles to see if each site meets the necessary criteria.

By way of update, as we know this is a real concern for many of you, Cllr Cullender has now
in principle agreed two sites for SIDs in the village. The first location is a location on Crown
Road heading West (from the direction of Todber) towards The Crown Public House at a
point just before the Church Farm entrance:

The second location is on New Street heading East (from the direction of Pleck/Mounters)
towards St Gregory's School at a point just beyond Kentisworth Road:

These sites were the only two that met the criteria set out by Dorset Highways to qualify as
a suitable location for a SID. The next step is an on-site survey by the Highways team in
January to confirm that the poles can be mounted in these locations and then they will



provide a quote for the work. The Parish Council has budget allocated both in fiscal year
21/22 and 22/23 to pay for the SID which will be moved between the two sites on a regular
basis as they cannot be permanently located on one site (like the one in Hinton St Mary.)

We will provide further updates in due course but hope you all feel this is positive progress
in what has been a complicated process.
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